
As I got up this morning, made my local organic breakfast in a day-lit kitchen, took a shower 
with my handy egg-timer, and walked the 10-foot commute to my home office with a self-
satisfied saunter, I was playing with the idea of whether or not to go to the Sustainable Enterprise 
Conference (SEC) on May 11th.  I have been to this conference before and dare I say know the 
drill.  Short of raising sheep to upholster my furniture, is there anything more you can teach me 
about sustainability?   Can I really justify the money and time the conference takes?  I may not 
always act on all my eco-knowledge, but do I really need another conference on sustainability?  
Being 6-months pregnant, this conference also sounds like a backache waiting to happen. Myriad 
reasons to skip this conference emerge (and kick me twice in the ribs) as I stare at the registration 
page.  

Truthfully, however, I have many more reasons to attend than not to.  As several of my best-laid 
plans and pet projects remain online in a coma (ClimateActionsPlans.com, 
EdibleYardWorks.com, ThreeLineMedia.com, etc), I percolate on how they might actually 
produce significant revenues and make a difference on this planet and I wonder if this conference 
can provide precisely the kind of inspiration and insight I need to make these ventures into real 
assets for my community, myself and the IRS.  

Scrolling through the conference schedule, I think to myself, “What I really need to know is how 
to effectively tell the stories of these ventures.”  Lo and behold, I spot an SEC session called, 
“Storytelling for Sustainable Brands.”  Then I think, “Well, what I REALLY need to understand 
is how I can collaborate with others, as I can’t do all of this on my own.”  And there it is – 
“Collaborative Entrepreneurship: Toward a Vision of a Sustainable Economy.”  As I scan through 
the list, I see that there are many juicy morsels and choosing between the breakout sessions is 
going to be difficult.  

The practical knowledge that will be imparted at this conference will clearly be beneficial to me. 
However, what’s occurring to me as I read through the impressive speaker list is not so much that 
these are fabulously talented and smart people (although that’s true), but more that there isn’t a 
cynic among them.  Cynicism is clearly as much a barrier to my success as any shortcoming of 
talent and intellect.  In fact, surrounding myself with optimists may be just what I need to 
resuscitate and nourish my green biz habit and to jump-start a strong work ethic with a belief that  
my work really can create a tangibly healthier, cleaner, and more equitable place to live, work 
and play.  Seeing and hearing from the region’s eco-leaders will help me to see what’s possible 
and what it takes to make it happen.  Perhaps those kicks in the ribs I’m feeling are actually a 
request for a day of optimism and inspiration coming from the next generation.  

Hope to see you there.
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